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Benefits of Street Trees in an Urban
Environment
• In a 2006 report titled “22 Benefits of Urban

Street Trees,” Burden cites data finding that
street trees create slower and more
appropriate urban traffic speeds, increase
customer traffic to businesses, and obviate
increments of costly drainage infrastructure

• According to the USDA Forest Service:
• In tree-lined commercial districts, shoppers

report more frequent shopping, longer shopping
trips, willingness to pay more for parking,
willingness to spend 12% more for goods
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$148,000

40-year net benefit

$232,000

Trees Pay Us Back, US Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, August
2005

Challenge: Downtown Trees
• Morristown has a vibrant, active

downtown with lots of pedestrians
throughout the day and night

• Morristown also has lots of street trees in
tree wells in our downtown

Old Tree Well Methods
Don’t Work for People
• Old tree well methods are clunky:
• Tree well grates are expensive, must be

cut/resized regularly or will impede tree
growth

• Mulch is less expensive, but messy, labor

intensive, clogs storm drains, scatters across
sidewalks, generally unsightly

• Both traditional methods create potential tripping
hazards

Old Tree Well Methods Really
Don’t Work for the Trees Either
• In heavily trafficked downtowns, like in

award-winning Downtown Morristown, the
trees were also distressed
• Foot traffic caused soil compaction
• Soil compaction results in run-off across
sidewalks, and no water to the roots

• Mulch volcanoes from overzealous

landscapers cause rot, smother roots, and
prevents water from getting to the root ball

Solution: Flexi-Pave!
• The Town’s Arborist, Shade Tree

Commission and DPW worked to identify
a solution that would solve both issues

• Flexi-Pave and a biochar treatment was
the solution for Morristown

What is
FlexiPave?

Flexible – Flexi-Pave (or
Flexible Porous Pavement) is
a product often seen in
parking lots, trails,
playgrounds and amusement
parks and does not crack or
break under whether or
pedestrian use

Porous – Flexi-Pave is 3/8
rubber granule which
enables water to move
through quickly because if it’s
open pore design which
allows 4,000 inches of water
per hour to move through it

Cleansing – Reduces
dissolved nitrates and
phosphates by as much as
88%

Sustainable – Made of clean
#57 stone used with woven
and non-woven geotextile‘s,
recycled tires and can last a
lifetime

Safe & ADA Compliant –
Provides a surface strong
enough to protect both trees
and pedestrians while
allowing water to filter into
the tree root system

How is it installed?
• In Morristown, we used a three-step process towards tree well
rejuvenation
• First, soil sampling was taken from the trees to determine nutrients
needed to promote health and growth

• Second, aerated old, compacted soil and added biochar and other
amendments

• Lastly, top the well with flexi-pave in a natural color

• Wells can be completed in one day

Step 2 - BioChar

Step 3 – Flexi-Pave

How much does it cost?
• Approximately $1,100-$1,250 per tree well depending on size
• $800-$900 for Flexi-Pave
• $300-$350 for bio-char

• Maintenance from tree expansion is required approximately
every 5 years; can be done in-house with common tools

How was it received?
• Honestly, at first people freaked out a little…
• But once explained, we got nothing but compliments
• “Love this idea and initiative!! Great for environment and looks nice.
Please do it up and down South Street.”

• “Just wanted to drop a note and say that I saw the new tree wells and I like
the idea and implementation of them a lot! I think it will help with the
health of the trees thus improving the health & look of our community….”

Lessons learned
• Prep work and coordination is
important
• Avoid holidays!

• Public information is key

